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QUESTION 1

What is one of the roles of the network access server (NAS) in the AAA framewonx? 

A. It authenticates legitimate users and uses policies to determine which resources each user is allowed to access. 

B. It negotiates with each user\\'s device to determine which EAP method is used for authentication 

C. It enforces access to network services and sends accounting information to the AAA server 

D. It determines which resources authenticated users are allowed to access and monitors each users 

session 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is symmetric encryption? 

A. It simultaneously creates ciphertext and a same-size MAC. 

B. It any form of encryption mat ensures that thee ciphertext Is the same length as the plaintext. 

C. It uses the same key to encrypt plaintext as to decrypt ciphertext. 

D. It uses a Key that is double the size of the message which it encrypts. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a reason to set up a packet capture on an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC)? 

A. The company wants to use ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) to profile devices and needs to receive HTTP User-
Agent strings from the MC. 

B. The security team believes that a wireless endpoint connected to the MC is launching an attack and wants to
examine the traffic more closely. 

C. You want the MC to analyze wireless clients\\' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control the
traffic I based on application. 

D. You want the MC to analyze wireless clients\\' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control Web
traffic based on the destination URL. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company is deploying ArubaOS-CX switches to support 135 employees, which will tunnel client traffic to an Aruba
Mobility Controller (MC) for the MC to apply firewall policies and deep packet inspection (DPI). This MC will be
dedicated to receiving traffic from the ArubaOS-CX switches. 

What are the licensing requirements for the MC? 

A. one AP license per-switch 

B. one PEF license per-switch 

C. one PEF license per-switch. and one WCC license per-switch 

D. one AP license per-switch. and one PEF license per-switch 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a use case for tunneling traffic between an Aruba switch and an AruDa Mobility Controller (MC)? 

A. applying firewall policies and deep packet inspection to wired clients 

B. enhancing the security of communications from the access layer to the core with data encryption 

C. securing the network infrastructure control plane by creating a virtual out-of-band- management network 

D. simplifying network infrastructure management by using the MC to push configurations to the switches 

Correct Answer: A 
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